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PROJECT SUMMARY

KEY DESIGN FEATURES
Powerful convection

Super 6.1 cu. ft.  capacity
Multifunctional cooktop
Grand view window

Cooling door system

Storage drawer

Backlit knobs & blue interior

Super 18000BTU dual 
power burner

Swift boil

Easy steam clean system

Edge-to-edge Cooktop DesignMidea IOT connectivity





POWERFUL 
CONVECTION
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Heat circulation ensures the same temperature 
at each corner in the cavity which gives the 
food a more delicious look and taste - perfect 
for cooking everything for your family or gath-
erings.
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LIGHT BLUE ENAMEL IS 
INDUSTRY UNIQUE.



SUPER 6.1 CU. FT. 
CAPACITY 
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Designed to provide increased capacity to 
accommodate the largest dishes for families 
and gatherings
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MULTIFUNCTIONAL 
COOKTOP
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Integrated cooktop + oven ventilation creates a unique & modern 
look for the Midea brand.
Patent Pending

ALL-IN-ONE



Utilizing the full 30” cooktop maximizes cook-
ing space and creates a strong & professional 
look. Enhancing the stylish  look of hobs, cast 
iron pan supports provide maximum stability, 
enabling the use of any size pots and pans 
without them tilting or sliding.
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GRAND VIEW 
WINDOW
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Gives you a full view into the 
oven so you can easily check 
on the cooking progress.



COOLING DOOR 
SYSTEM

Thanks to advanced technologies, door does not have vents 
on the front area enhancing a sleek design. The three layer 
inner glass keeps heat inside the oven and insulates the 
door exterior surface, so it is not hot to the touch even 
during the cooking process.

Door maintains its position from horizontal to almost verti-
cal to avoid undesired door falling or closing. 

SLEEK DESIGN

SELF-BALANCING DOOR
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Imagine a world where all devices are connected and can communicate 
and interact freely with others. Now, with loT integration, you can monitor  
the temperature of the oven while you are enjoying time with your family. 

CONTROL ON-THE-GO

IoT will select the right cooking power and time for you, just select a 
menu and press start to get your meal underway. Impress your family 
and friends when it comes out perfectly. 

MIDEA CLOUD MENU

Easily check the cooking progress from your phone - the probe measures 
the temperature and connects to your app. When the probe measures the 
desired temperature, the oven will automatically shut o� so you have a 
perfect roast every time. 

TEMPERATURE PROBE

MIDEA 
IOT CONNECTIVITY



STORAGE DRAWER
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BACKLIT KNOBS

BACKLIT KNOBS
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ROUND KNOBS
LARGE CIRCULAR KNOBS MAKE A STATEMENT, 
ALLOWING MIDEA BRAND TO VISUALLY STAND OUT 
IN THE MARKET.

USEFUL COLOR
USING MULTIPLE INK COLORS ON THE CONTROLS 
CREATES VISUAL HIERARCHY OF THE INFORMATION 
DISPLAYED TO THE USER.

FINE TEXTURES
Precise details like spin finish and micro grip; enhance 
both the look and also the function of the knobs.

MIDEA BLUE LEDS PORTRAY PRECISION & 
TECHNOLOGY, WHILE ALSO REINFORCING THE 
UNIQUE ROUND SHAPE OF THE KNOBS.



DUAL RING POWER
BURNER

57,000BTU（5 Burners Total）   

18,000BTU（ Single Super Burner）  
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PIZZA MODE
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MOBILE MONITORING

KEEP WARM

IOT COOKING SYSTEM

IOT OPERATION

DOUGH PROOFING

With the child safety lock, you can 
simply lock the control to prevent 
children from activating the oven 
inadvertently.

SAFE LOCK



SWIFT BOIL
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Super powerful & swift boil advanced technology can 
make 5L of water boil in a few minutes and provides 
more power for various cooking needs.

SUPER POWERFUL & SWIFT BOIL



EASY STEAM 
CLEAN SYSTEM
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Pour a cup of water on oven bottom and the cycle will 
convert the water into vapor to release minor cooking 
spills.

The advanced structural design and exquisite crafts-
manship, make oil stains and food residue hidden in the 
cavity. 

An automatic process during which the oven will be 
heated up to 450°C and the residue inside the cavity is 
incinerated to ash. Simply clean the cavity with a damp 
cloth, making arduous scrubbing and abrasive cleaners 
a thing of past.

PYROLYTIC SELF-CLEANING



EDGE-TO-EDGE COOKTOP 
DESIGN
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